Abstract
The present paper is concerned with ‘obligatory’ control in non-finite complement clauses in Turkish and Noghay. Control in complement clauses implies an ‘obligatory’ co-reference between the subject of a complement clause and the subject or object of its matrix clause. The unexpressed, implicit subject of the embedded predicate is thus specified by the overt argument of the matrix clause. Following questions are taken into consideration: (1) Which matrix predicates appear as heads of complement clauses implying subject/object controls? (2) Which properties do the argument structures of these verbs exhibit? (3) Which morpho-syntactic restrictions are found in complement clauses implying control relations? (4) Which bound morphemes are used in such complement clauses? (5) Are there any restrictions in the use of the bound morphemes? One of the main results is that the bound morphemes used in control constructions differ in Turkish and Noghay. In Noghay, there are two bound morphemes: -MAGA and -(U)w. The former has apparently developed from the infinitive in the dative case and occurs in grammaticalized constructions. The latter can be combined with different case markers and possessive suffixes. In Noghay, the participial morpheme -GAN and the converbial morpheme -(I)p can also be found with some matrix predicates in control constructions.
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Özet

Bu makale Türkçe ve Nogaycada tümleç yan cümlelerindeki zorunlu denetim ilişkilerini ele almaktadır. Tümleç yan cümlelerinde denetim, yan cümlenin öznesi ile ana cümlenin öznesi ya da bir nesnesi arasındaki zorunlulu bir esgönderimi içermektedir. Bu durumda, yan cümlenin ifade edilmemiş öznesi ana cümlenin sentaktik bir öğesi tarafından belirlenir. Makale şu sorulara cevap aramaktaadır:


AnahtarKelimeler

Türkçe, Nogayca, zorunlu denetim, tümleç yan cümlesi, ad-fiil
0. Introduction

The present paper is concerned with control relations in Turkish and Noghay complement clauses. Turkish and Noghay are genetically related languages. Turkish is a Southwestern—Oghuz—Turkic language, whereas Noghay belongs to the Northwestern—Kipchak—branch of Turkic languages. In Turkish and Noghay, the most essential characteristics of clausal complementation are left-branching non-finite structures involving various bound morphemes. These non-finite bound morphemes have alternating allomorphs in complementary distribution. Possessive suffixes denoting the subject of the complement clause, and case suffixes marking the syntactic role of the complement clause within its higher clause can be attached to the bound morphemes (Karakoç & Herkenrath [submitted]).

Complement control implies an ‘obligatory’ co-reference between the subject of a complement clause and the subject or object of its matrix clause. The unexpressed, implicit subject of the embedded predicate, which is called ‘controller’, is thus specified by the overt argument of the matrix clause. This matrix argument providing the reference has the status of ‘controller’ (Haig & Słodowicz 2006; Słodowicz 2007; Yücel 2007).

Control relations in Turkish clausal complementation have primarily been discussed as a syntactic phenomenon (e.g. Kornfilt 1991 and 1996, Özsöy 2001). Erguvanlı Taylan (1996), Haig & Słodowicz (2006) and Yücel (2007) have treated complement control in Turkish from semantic points of view. Słodowicz (2007) demonstrates that control in Turkish is a ‘mixed’ phenomenon that may arise lexically and syntactically. Bozşahin (2006) discusses control by focusing on the status of the controlled element.

Regarding the choice of ‘controller’, the following cases are distinguished:

(1) In a ‘subject’ control relation, the understood subject of the complement clause is controlled by the matrix subject. In example (1a), the implicit subject of the embedded clause (oyun oynamaya ‘to play a game’) and the matrix subject (Aynur) have the same referent.

(2) In an ‘object’ control relation, co-reference arises between the subject of complement clause and an object of higher clause. Example (1b) shows that the implicit subject in the complement clause (oyun oynamaya ‘to play a game’) takes its reference from the dative-marked object (kardeşi ‘her sibling’) in the higher clause.

(3) Variable control implies no inherent preference with regard to the choice of the controller. Depending on the context, either the matrix subject or the matrix object can function as controllers (Erguvanlı Taylan 1996; Haig & Słodowicz 2006; Słodowicz 2007). In example (1c) the covert subject of the complement clause can be specified either by the matrix subject Tolga or the matrix object Orhan.

---

1 I would like to thank Éva Á. Csató for her comments on a previous version of this paper.
2 Capital letters in the suffixes show morphophonemes.
3 For categorisation of control types, see Landau (1999) and Culicover & Jackendoff (2005). For categorisation of Turkish control constructions, see Słodowicz 2007.
When describing control phenomena in complementation, the following questions are to be taken into consideration: (1) Which matrix predicates appear as heads of complement clauses implying subject/ object controls? (2) Which properties do the argument structures of these verbs exhibit? (3) Which morpho-syntactic restrictions are found in complement clauses implying control relations? (4) Which bound morphemes are used in such complement clauses? (5) Are there any restrictions in the use of these morphemes? In what follows, I will be dealing with these questions.

1. Matrix predicates triggering subject/ object controls

The lexical semantics and argument structures of higher predicates are, as well known, an important matter when classifying the control relations:


---

4 See also Yücel 2007, 2009 for a semantic classification of predicate types.
(3) Control verbs that exhibit variable control are such as *öner- ‘propose’ and tehdit et- ‘threaten’* (Erguvanlı Taylan 1996; Słodowicz 2007).

A closer look at the nature of these verbs reveals:

(1) Subject control verbs are two-place verbs that, next to the subject, require an object marked with accusative (in the majority), dative, ablative, locative or instrumental (less). Object control verbs are, on the other hand, three-place-verbs, i.e. they exhibit next to the subject, the following object combinations: accusative-dative (e.g. *birisini birşeye ikna et- ‘convince/ persuade someone of something’*), dative-accusative (e.g. *birisine birşeyi yasakla- ‘forbid someone to do something’*), ablative-accusative (e.g. *birisinden birşeye talep et- ‘request something of someone’*), accusative-ablative (e.g. *birisini birşeyden mahrum et- ‘deprive someone of something’*), accusative-instrumental (e.g. *birisini birşeyle tehdit et- ‘threaten someone with something’*), dative-locative (e.g. *birisine birşeyde yardım et- ‘help someone with something’*). The majority of the object control verbs are transitive. Having a three-place-verb (requiring two object positions) is a precondition for object control constructions, since one of the object arguments functions as controller while the other object position is provided for the complement clause whose subject (controllee) is controlled.

(2) In some lexical pairs, intransitive subject control verbs consist of the auxiliary verb *ol- ‘become/be’ while the corresponding transitive object control verbs consist of *et- ‘make’, e.g. *birşeye ikna ol- ‘be convinced of something’ (subject control) (example 2a) versus *birisini birşeye ikna et- ‘convince/ persuade someone of something’ (object control) (example 2b); *birşeye mecbur ol- ‘be forced to do something, must do something’ (subject control) versus *birisini birşeye mecbur et- ‘force someone into something’ (object control).

(3) In some lexical pairs, causative suffixes change the intransitive/ transitive subject control verb to a transitive, three-place object control verb, e.g. *birşeyden vazgeç- ‘give up on something’ (subject control) (example 3a) versus *birisini birşeyden vazgeçir- ‘dissuade someone from something’ (object control) (example 3b); *birisine/ birşeye alış- ‘get accustomed to someone/ something’ (subject control) versus *birisini birşeye alıştır- ‘acustom someone to something, let acquire a habit’ (object control), *birşeye heveslen- ‘desire something, long for something’ (subject control) versus *birisini birşeye heveslendirir- ‘arouse desire in somebody’ (object control), *birşeyi bırak- ‘cease something’ (subject control) versus *birisine birşeyi bıraktır- ‘make someone stop something’ (object control).

(2) [tur]

   mother-PSS1SG here-DAT come-INF-DAT agree-PST3
   ‘My mother agreed to come here.’

   mother-PSS1SG sibling-PSS1SG-ACC here-DAT come-INF-DAT convince-PST3
   ‘My mother convinced my sibling to come here.’

---

5 The matrix verb *iste- ‘want’ may include a clausal complement based on an infinitive in the nominative or accusative (see below).
2. The status of possessive-marked complements

The most crucial morpho-syntactic restriction in control constructions is that the embedded clause does not possess an overt deictic or lexical subject. In other words, an overt subject in clausal complement immediately overrides a control relation. The issue whether control phenomena are allowed to occur in possessive-marked complements is controversially discussed in the literature. In my opinion, this point needs to be discussed for subject and object control relations separately. First, ‘subject’ control relations occur in complement clauses not exhibiting possessive morphology. This may not, however, imply that all complement clauses without possessive-marking per se denote an inherent control. Non-possessive -mAK and -mA complements, although they are mainly attested in control relations, might also have non-control inducing interpretations. Such interpretations are possible with some matrix predicates. Erguvanlı Taylan (1996) mentions the following predicates: karşı ol- ‘be against’, destekle- ‘support’, doğru bul- ‘find something right’, yanlış bul- ‘find something wrong’, günah ‘consider something immoral’, bayıl- ‘love’, alış- ‘get accustomed to’, bahset- ‘talk about’, tartsız- ‘discuss’. Example (4) contains a non-possessive complement clause and does not have a control-inducing reading.

(4) [tur]

Ben [Çin’le ticari ilişkilere girmegi] destekliyorum.

‘I support entering into trade relations with China.’ (Erguvanlı Taylan 1996: 51)

A phenomenon called ‘quirky possessive marking’ by Haig & Slodowicz (2006: 174) pertains to the possessive-marking in subject control constructions. This phenomenon only appears with the third person possessive suffix -(s)I and with a small number of matrix verbs such as becer- ‘manage, succeed in’, başar- ‘achieve, succeed in, accomplish’, bitir- ‘complete’, dene- ‘try (out)’ and öğren- ‘learn’. These transitive ‘achievement’ verbs may optionally contain complements based on a possessive-marked -mA. Example (5) illustrates the use of becer- ‘manage’ in such a subject control relation. Even the first and second person subjects may occur with a complement having third person possessive, i.e. there is no agreement (6a-b). Further, the same sentences may also occur without possessive marking, i.e. possessive morphology is not an obligatory, rather an optional feature (7a-b) (see Haig & Slodowicz 2006: 175). The possessive suffix in such complement clauses has a weak impersonal reference in the meaning of ‘how one can make, how to make’ etc.

(5) [tur]

Ahmet [bisikleti tamir etmesini] becerdi.

A. bike-ACC fix-INF-PSS3SG-ACC manage-PST3

‘Ahmet managed to fix the bike.’ (Haig & Slodowicz 2006: 175)
(6) [tur]
     I cake make-INF-PSS35G-ACC learn-PST1SG
     'I have learned to bake a cake.'
     I cake make-INF-PSS15G-AC learn-PST1SG

(7) [tur]
     daughter-PSS1SG cake make-INF-PSS35G-ACC learn-PST3
     'My daughter has learned to bake a cake (how to bake a cake).' 
     daughter-PSS1SG cake make-INF-ACC learn-PST3
     'My daughter has learned to bake a cake.'

As to the relation of 'object' control phenomenon and possessive marking in embedded clauses, I make the following observations:

(1) A big number of matrix predicates triggering object control exclusively requires a non-possessive complement clause (8a-9a). Thus, the use of a possessive marker results in an ungrammatical sentence (8b-9b).

(8) [tur]
      friend-PSS35G-ACC book read-INF-DAT convince-PST3
     'Aynur convinced her friend to read a book.'

(9) [tur]
      friend-PSS35G-ACC book read-INF-DAT force-PST3
     'Aynur forced her friend to read a book.'

(2) Some object control verbs may optionally occur with complement clauses containing possessive morphology (10a-b). This phenomenon apparently occurs with predicates, which allow variable control, e.g. öner- 'propose', tavsiye et- 'propose, recommend'. In example (10a) without a possessive marking, the controller of the unexpressed subject is not clear. It can be specified by the subject Aynur or by the object arkadaşı 'her friend', i.e. 'that Aynur should read books' or 'that her friend should read books'. It can also refer to both of them, i.e. 'that they should read books together'. In example (10b), on the other hand, the use of the possessive suffix makes it clear that the matrix object arkadaşı 'her friend' is the implicit subject of the complement clause. But, even if it is the first natural interpretation, the use of the possessive suffix may cause ambiguous readings, since this element can indicate another reference. It may refer, e.g. anaphorically, to another entity.
which is not identical with the matrix object. As a matter of consequence, it would be possible to include an overt/independent subject into such complement clauses (10c).

(10) [tur]

   A. friend-PSS3SG-DAT book read-INF-ACC suggest-PST3
   ‘Aynur suggested to her friend to read a book.’

   A. friend-PSS3SG-DAT book read-INF-PSS3SG-ACC suggest-PST3
   ‘Aynur suggested to her friend that (s)he should read a book.’

   ‘Aynur suggested to her friend that her sibling should read.’

(3) A small amount of three-place verbs are only in accordance with complement clauses based on possessive-marked -ma (11a-b, 12a-b, 13a-b). These are particularly 'volitional' verbs such as rica et-‘ask, request’, talep et-‘ask, request’, söyle-‘say, ask’, bekle-‘expect’. Examples (11a-b) taken from Haig & SLOTOWICZ (2006: 170) show a clear case of co-reference between the first person singular deixis as object of the matrix clause and first person singular possessive in the complement clause. But, with third person matrix object and third person possessive in the complement, the reading would be ambiguous. In examples (12b-13b) -(s)/ may refer respectively to the matrix objects öğretmen or arkadaş, or to someone else who was mentioned previously in the discourses. Thus, it is possible to integrate an overt/independent subject into the structure of such complement clauses (12c-13c). As a matter of consequence, it would be problematic to analyse constructions exhibiting possessive morphology as cases of ‘obligatory’ control. In my opinion, what is expressed in such cases is co-reference between two arguments in the respective matrix and complement clauses, but this co-reference might not be understood as an 'obligatory' control.

(11) [tur]

a. *Benden [bu bilgisayara bir göz atmayı]
   I-ABL this computer-DAT once take a look-INF-ACC
   rica ettii. (Haig & SLOTOWICZ 2006: 170)
   ask-PST3

b. Benden [bu bilgisayara bir göz atmamı]
   I-ABL this computer-DAT once take a look-PST3
   rica ettii. (Haig & SLOTOWICZ 2006: 170)

   ‘(S)he asked me to take a look at this computer.’

(12) [tur]

   principal teacher-ABL ceremony-DAT join-INF-ACC ask-PST3

   principal teacher-ABL ceremony-DAT join-INF-PSS3SG-ACC ask-PST3
   ‘The principal asked the teacher to join the ceremony.’
c. Müdür öğretmenden [öğrencisinin törene katılmasını] rica etti.
   principal teacher-ABL student-PS3SG-GEN ceremony-DAT join-INF-PS3SG-ACC ask-PST3

   'The principal asked the teacher that his/ her student joins the ceremony.’

(13) [tur]

   A. friend-PS3SG-DAT book read-INF-ACC say-PST3

   A. friend-PS3SG-DAT book read-INF-PS3SG-ACC say-PST3

   'Aynur told her friend to read a book.’


   'Aynur told her friend that her sibling should read a book.’

3. Bound morphemes used in Turkish control constructions

Turkish complement clauses implying obligatory control are based on the verbal nominal forms -mAK or -mA. Depending on the syntactic roles of complement clauses within their higher predicates, these forms take different case markers and are complementary distributed. The genitive marker is only attached to -mA. The combinations of -mAK with accusative and dative (i.e. mAğ-l and mAğ-A) have disappeared in the Standard language, so that the form -mA seems to have taken over the role of -mAK in combinations with these cases. Further, only the form -mA is capable of taking a possessive suffix that refers to the subject of the complement clause. Thus it can occur in those clauses implying control or in those having their own subjects. As a matter of consequence, -mA, without possessive marking, competes with -mAK in control constructions, while it, in its combinations with possessive suffixes, is in semantic oppositions to the verbal noun on -(y)İş or the participles on -DIK or -(y)AcAK (see Karakoç & Herkenrath [submitted]). In modern Standard Turkish, the infinitive on -mAK is exclusively found in control constructions. Table 1 shows the distribution of -mAK and -mA with regard to their combinations with case and possessive markers in Standard Turkish.

---

6 Göksel & Kerslake (2005: 94) write: "Note that when -mAK combines with a suffix beginning with a vowel, as in the case of the accusative and dative suffixes, the resulting form is spelt and pronounced more commonly nowadays as -maya, -meyi (ACC) and -maya, -meye (DAT), rather than -mAğ-l, -mAğ-i (ACC) and -mAğ, -mAğe (DAT). Since a case marker can also attach to -mA directly without an intervening possessive marker .../, it may not always be clear whether the accusative or dative case marker has attached to -mA or to -mAK." Göksel & Kerslake consider -maya, -meyi and -maya, -meye "as a combination of -mAK + ACC/DAT" (2005: 94).

7 For the use of -mAK and -mA in Ottoman Turkish, see e.g. Prokosch 1980, Brendemoen [in print].
A complement clause based on the infinitive on -mAK (in the nominative) can appear as a subject of a verbal predicate (14a) or of a copular clause (14b). Such clauses have impersonal readings. The experiencer can be expressed by means of a direct or indirect object in a verbal matrix clause (14c) or by means of postpositional phrases such as benim için, bana göre etc. in a copular clause (14d). Complement clauses based on the infinitive -mAK in the nominative case are also encountered as predicates of copular clauses (14e).

(14) [tur]

a. [Kitap okumak] (insanı) mutlu ediyor.
   book read-INF people-ACC happy make-PRS3SG
   'Reading a book makes people happy.'

b. [Kitap okumak] çok eğlenceli.
   book read-INF very fun
   'Reading a book is very fun.'

c. [Kitap okumak] beni mutlu ediyor.
   book read-INF I-ACC happy make-PRS3SG
   'Reading a book makes me happy.'

d. [Kitap okumak] benim için (bana göre) çok eğlenceli.
   book read-INF I-GEN for very fun
   'Reading a book is very fun for me.'

---

8 The forms in parentheses (i.e. -mAğı and -mAğA) are, as already mentioned, obsolete in modern Standard language.
9 The locative marker can attach both to -mA and -mAK (-mA-dA, -mAktA), even if the form -mAktA seems to be more widespread (Gökşel & Kerslake 2005: 94). Note that the locative form of -mAK can also convey progressive present in finite clauses.
10 The ablative form of -mA does not occur in complement clauses. It is used in adverbial clauses with the meaning of 'without doing'.
Further, the subject control verb *iste- ‘want’ in Turkish takes a complement clause based on *-mAK in the nominative (15a). This verb can also contain a complement based on accusative-marked *-mA-yI (15b). The accusative-marked complement clause is obligatory if another word stands between the complement and the higher predicate (15c) (Brendemoen & Hovdhaugen 1992: 123). If the subjects in higher and complement clauses are not co-referential, the matrix verb *iste- occurs with a complement clause based on the infinitive on *-mA, which takes a possessive (denoting the subject of the complement clause) and an accusative suffix (15d).

(15) [tur]

a. [Kitap okumak] istiyorum.
   book read-INF want-PRES-1SG
   ‘I want to read a book (books).’

b. [Burada kalmayı] istiyorum.
   here stay-INF-ACC want-PRES-1SG
   ‘I want to stay here.’

   A. today cook-INF-ACC never want-PRES3
   ‘Aynur really does not want to cook today.’

   A. sibling-PSS3SG-GEN cook-INF-PSS3SG-ACC want-PRES3
   ‘Aynur wants her sibling to cook.’

Another verb which takes a complement clause based on *-mAK in the nominative is *gerek- ‘be necessary’ (or the adjective *lazım ‘necessary’). Example (16a) has an impersonal reading. This verb may not take a subject marker, e.g. *gerekiyorum.11 The subject is denoted by means of a possessive suffix in the complement clause. In example (16b) the underlying structure in English would be: [for me to clean the house] is necessary. The constructions, *-mAK *iste- and *-mAK *gerek-, correspond to the modal verbs ‘want to do’ and ‘must do’ respectively, in English. Other matrix predicates usually require case-marked complement clauses. Some examples are given in 17a-e.12

(16) [tur]

a. [Evı temizlemek] gerekiyor (lazım).
   house-ACC clean-INF be necessary-PRES3SG
   ‘The house has to be cleaned.’

11 For a different use of *gerek in Ottoman Turkish, see Prokosch 1980.

12 On the use of the verb *bil- Erguvanlı (1984: 115) gives the following explanation: “When *bil- is used in the idiomatic expression /.../, the infinitival object complement it takes does not require any case-marking: *Yağmur durmak bilmedi. ‘The rain wouldn’t stop’ (lit. The rains didn’t know how to stop). *Yağmur durmamış i bilmedi. However, *bil- when used in its usual sense of ‘know’ requires the infinitive object complement to be case marked: *Yemek yapmamı bilmiyorum. ‘I dont know how to cook. *Yemek yapmak bilmiyorum.”
b. [Evi temizlemem] gerekiyor (lazım).
   house-ACC clean-INF-PSS1SG be necessary-PRS3SG
   ‘I have to clean the house.’

(17) [tur]
a. [Yemek yapmayı] seviyorum.
   cook-INF-ACC like-PRES-1SG
   ‘I like to cook.’

b. [Yemek yapmaya] çalışıyorum.
   cook-INF-DAT try-PRES-1SG
   ‘I try to cook.’

d. [Burada kalmakta] ısır etmiyorum.
   here stay-INF-LOC insist-NEG-PRES-1SG
   ‘I do not insist on staying here.’

e. [Burada kalmaktan] korkuyorum.
   here stay-INF-ABL be afraid-PRES-1SG
   ‘I am afraid of staying here.’

4. Control relations in Noghay complement clauses

In Noghay, control constructions are based on the infinitives on -MAGA or -(U)w.\(^\text{13}\) Next to these forms, the participial morpheme -GAn and the converbial morpheme -(I)w can also be found with some matrix predicates in control constructions.\(^\text{14}\) Diachronically seen, the marker -MAGA has apparently developed from the combination of the infinitive on -MA with the dative suffix -GA.\(^\text{15}\)

The infinitive on -(U)w is capable of taking different case markers and possessive suffixes, see Table 2. Thus, the marker -(U)w occurs in those clauses implying control or in clauses that have their own subjects. The form -(U)w in combination with possessive markers can appear in semantic oppositions to the participles on -GAn, -Atayan, -(Ay)atkan, (Ay)atıryan or -(Ay)AG (see Karakoç & Herkenrath [submitted]).

\(^\text{13}\) The Noghay forms -(I)s and -(I)ş as well as -MAK and -MA, which are the cognates of the Turkish forms -(I)s, -mAK and -mA respectively, are only employed as derivational suffixes, e.g. kokış ‘smell’, süyiniş ‘delight, joy’, batpak ‘swamp, marsh’, bölmе ‘room’. The suffix -(U)w can also occur as a derivational suffix, e.g. yazuw ‘script’, süyiw ‘love, affection’.

\(^\text{14}\) There are no previous works systematically investigating control relations in Noghay complement clauses. Karakoç (2002) and Karakoç & Herkenrath [submitted] only analyze possessive-marked complement clauses in Noghay.

\(^\text{15}\) Note that the infinitive often contains a dative case in other Turkic languages as well, e.g. Karachay aytpaya blimeydi [say-MAGA know-neg-PRES-3SG] ‘he cannot say that’ (Pritsak 1959: 362), Kumyk yazmaya gerekmen [write-MAGA necessary-1SG] ‘I must write’ (Benzing 1959: 403). In this context it is important to refer to Haspelmath (1989) who shows that the infinitives and similar complement forms of various languages have historically developed from the purposive forms containing verbal nouns in dative, locative or other case. Haspelmath (1989: 292) also gives examples from Turkic languages in which infinitives contain a dative ending.
The suffix -MAGA often occurs in grammaticalized modal constructions: -MAGA kerek [MAGA necessary] ‘must do, have to do’, -MAGA tiyisli [MAGA necessary] ‘must do, have to do’, -MAGA bol- [MAGA become/ be] ‘can do, be able to do’, -MAGA súy- [MAGA like/ love] ‘want to do’. -MAGA kerek expresses an impersonal necessity (18a) or indicates a third person subject (18b). The Noghay word kerek, in contrast to gerek- in modern Standard Turkish, directly takes personal endings (18c-d). Example (19) illustrates the use of -MAGA bol- ‘can do, be able to do’. Examples (20a-b) show the use of -MAGA súy- ‘want to do’.

(18) [nog]

a. Men kimge tïŋlamaγa kerek ekenin
   l who-DAT listen-MAGA.INF necessary be-PAR-PPS3SG-ACC
de bilmeymen. (Kurmangulova et alii 1991: 12)
also know-NEG-PRS-1SG
‘I do not know whom to listen to.’

b. Ol aşıya edi. Keše kïrγa pišen äkelmege
   he hurry up-CV P.COP night field-DAT hay bring-MAGA.INF
ketpege kerek edi. (Ajbazova 1996: 37)
go-MAGA.INF necessary P.COP
‘He hurried up. He had to go to the field at night to bring hay.’

c. Sen olarya tïŋlamaγa kereksin.
you they-DAT listen-MAGA.INF necessary-2SG
Olar sennen üyken. (Ajbazova 1996: 38)
they you-ABL big
‘You have to listen to them. They are older than you.’

d. Men ketpege kerekpen. (Ajbazova 1996: 93)
l I go-MAGA.INF necessary-1SG
‘I have to go.’

The locative form of -(U)w can seldomly express progressive present in finite clauses.
(19) [nog]
Yatlaw kelistirüwde, köbinše, dört sidiradan tüzilgen
poem arrange-CAU-INF-LOC mostly four line-ABL form-PAS-PAR
šuwmakstä kullanadılar, ama oniŋ sanı onnan köp
composition-ACC-use-PRS-3PL but that-GEN number-PSS3 that-ABL more
bolmaya da boladi. (Ajbazova 1996: 65)
be-MAGA.INF.PTC be-PRS-3SG
‘In creating a poem a composition consisting of four lines is usually used, but it can also be longer.’

(20) [nog]
a. Kayday kömek keregin bîlmege süyip,
how help necessary-PSS3SG-ACC know-MAGA.INF like-CV
mirtazaklär oniŋ kâsına keldiler. (Ajbazova 1996: 104)
police-PL he-GEN towards-PSS3SG-DAT come-PST-3PL
‘The police wanted to inquire how they could help him and thus came to him.’
b. Olar bay orís kalaların basîp
they rich Russian city-PL-PSS3SG-ACC raid-CV
almaya süygenler. (Džanibekov 1961: 318)
take-MAGA.INF like-POST-3PL
‘They wanted to raid the rich Russian cities and invade them.’

Some of the predicates appearing in grammatical constructions with -MAGA can also take a clause based on a possessive-marked -(U)w. Thus, there are pairs such as -MAGA süy- versus -(U)w+PSS+ACC süy-. The distribution of these forms has a morpho-syntactic motivation. Complement clauses based on -MAGA do not have their own subjects (examples 20a-b). A complement clause based on -(U)w+PSS+ACC, has, on the other hand, its own subject (expressed by the possessive suffix), which is not co-referential with the subject of the matrix clause (21). Consider Table 3 for a comparison of such pairs in Turkish and Noghay.

(21) [nog]
Yılık üyirî akinda seniŋ oyiŋ maya
horse herd-PSS3SG about-PSS3SG-LOC you-GEN thought-PSS2SG I-DAT
yayradi em men sol ümitiniŋ toluwín
like-PRS-3SG and I that hope-PSS2SG-GEN come to true-(U)w.INF-PSS3SG-ACC
süye edım. (Ajbazova 1996: 109)
like-PRS P.COP
‘I liked your thoughts on the horse herd and I wanted your hopes to come to true.’

Note that the verb süy- ‘like, love’ is a transitive verb, which assigns accusative case. Accordingly, when the predicate süy- heads a clause based on -(U)w (+ a possessive marker) this clause is in accusative case.
The combination of -MAGA with the verb tur- ‘stand up/stand’ also has a special function. -MAGA tur- [MAGA stand up/stand] ‘be just about to do’ is a grammatical marker that denotes ‘proximativity’ in the sense that something is conceived of as impending, imminent or as being on the verge of occurring (for the use of ‘proximativity’, see Johanson 2013). Example (22) illustrates the use of the Noghay proximate marker -MAGA tur-.

(22) [nog]
Eki aydan son sosı töbediŋ bawırında, Kütlibaydıŋ
two month-ABL after that hill-GEN slope-PPSS3SG-LOC K.-GEN
müy kayınnan birewin aştan ömege turýan
thousand sheep-ABL one-PPSS3SG-ACC hunger-ABL die-MAGA.INF stand-PAR
börige berir, kuwildi. (Ajbazova 1996: 61)
wolf-DAT give-CV fire-PAS-PST3
‘After two months he gave one of the thousand sheep, which belong to Kütlibay, to a starving wolf at this hill’s slope and was fired.’

The complex form -MAGA şalıś- [MAGA work] means ‘try to do’ (23).

(23) [nog]
Bu zatti oficerge analataya
this thing-ACC officer-DAT tell-MAGA.INF
Ramazanbosına şalisti. (Kurmangulova et alii 1991: 7)
R. to no avail try-PST3
‘Ramazan tried to no avail to tell to the officer about it.’


(24) [nog]
a. Ädemge bek usayıði, dep berip, üy iyesi Mirzabekti
human being-DAT lot look-like-PRS-3SG say-CV PV-CV house owner-PPSS3 M.-ACC
sipira yanina oltirmaya şakirdi. (Ajbazova 1996: 112)
dining table side-PPSS3SG-DAT sit down-MAGA.INF invite-PST3
‘The host thought of Mirzabek as a good man and invited him to sit at the dining table.’
The infinitive on -(U)w is found in control constructions, if the matrix predicate assigns a case other than dative. Example (25) consists of several complement clauses that are based on -(U)w or -MAGA. The first embedded clause sosî awîlya kel-ûw-i-n is based on -(U)w (+ possessive and accusative suffixes). This clause has its own subject denoted by the possessive suffix and does not imply a control relation. In the following clause, the matrix verb kork- assigning an ablative case takes a clause based on -(U)w: üylen-ûw-den korkâdi. This clause implies a control relation. The subsequent embedded clauses are based on -MAGA, respectively: ber-me-ge tawekellenmedi and kašïp ket-pe-ge toktasâdïlar.

(25) [nog]

Yigît, kızdî körgisi kelip, sosî awîlya kelûwîn young boy girl-ACC see-PAR-PSS3 come-CV this village-DAT come-(Uw-INF-PSS3-ACC yiâyîlatadi. Temir-kol yasîrtînna etikïsîdîn kızîn increase-PRS-3SG T. secretly shoemaker-GEN girl-PSS3-ACC aytïrädi, ama atasî da tênîlik bolmayan ask for marriage-PRS-3SG but father-PSS3-PTC well-matched be-NEG-PAR sosî üylenûwden korkâdi /.../. Kötere yaktan kuwilîp this marry-(U)w-INF-ABL be afraid-PRS-3SG all side-ABL throw out-PAS-CV yürgen yîgîte sincerity awlîtîn bermege tawekellenmedi. PV-PAR young boy-DAT the only child-PSS3-ACC give-MAGA.INF risk-NEG-PST3 A bir keşeliklerdenîn birisinde yas âdemler yolîyîsadîlîr da PTC one night-PL-GEN one-PSS3-LOC young people-PL meet-PST-3PL PTC em awîldan kašïp ketpege toktaçadîlîr. (Ajbazova 1996: 81) and village-ABL run away-CV go-MAGA.INF decide-PST-3PL 'The young boy wanted to see the girl and made his visits to the village more frequent. Temir-kol asked secretly the shoemaker to marry his daughter, but the shoemaker was hesitant to such an unmatched marriage. He did not want to risk giving his only child to this young man who was thrown out everywhere. However, the young couple met up one night and decided to run away together from the village.'

According to my observations so far, the dative form of the infinitive -(U)w mostly seems to serve to construct 'purpose clauses' (26a). The -MAGA form may also have a similar function in adverbial clauses (26b).

(26) [nog]

a. Meylek-xanînîn peşinde taxtamette Dželalînînîn omîrallasîn M.-GEN room-PSS3-LOC settee-loc D.-GEN mourning-PSS3-ACC etûwge kîskayakîlîlar yîyîylan edîler. (Ajbazova 1996: 121) make-(U)w-INF-DAT woman-PL gather-POST P.COP-3PL 'The women gathered around in Meylek-xan’s room on the settee in order to mourn after Dželalînîn who had died.'
b. Ādettegi salamlasuwlarınnan soň, bular özlerinîn
   usual greet-(U)w.INF-PSS3PL-ABL after they self-PSS3PL-GEN
   süyetayn oyiňlarï bolatayn damke oynamaya
   like-PAR game-PSS3PL be-PAR damage play-MAGA.INF
   oltirdîlar. (Kurmanгуlova et alîî 1991: 8)
   sit down-PST3PL

   ‘After their usual greeting they sat down in order to play the game ‘damke’, which they all enjoy.’

The Noghay participle -GAn may occur, even not frequently, in non-possessive complement clauses denoting a subject control relation. What can be observed in the data is that -GAn in this function usually occurs with the matrix predicate köy- ‘stop, cease, give up, quit’ and takes an accusative suffix (27a-b). The corresponding Kazak participle -GAn also exhibits the same usage (28).18

(27) [nog]
   a. Buỳindiřîp öltirgendi köy.
      drown-CV kill-GAn.PAR-ACC stop
      ‘Stop drowning and killing it.’
   b. iškendi köydim. (Sikaliev 1968: 45)
      drink-GAn.PAR-ACC stop-PST-1SG
      ‘I have quit drinking.’

(28) [kaz]
   Asan iškendî köydi. / Asan işüwdi köydi.
   A. drink-GAn.PAR-ACC stop-PST3 / A. drink-(U)w.INF-ACC stop-PST3
   ‘Asan has quit drinking.’

The matrix verb köy- ‘stop, cease, give up, quit’ takes a clause based on -(U)w, if this clause has its own subject (in form of a possessive suffix). Example (29) includes köy- twice. The first köy (within kaldiра köy) is used as a postverb. The postverb construction -A köy- serves to transform the non-transformative lexeme into a fînitransformative one and indicates the readings such as ‘quickness’, ‘completion’, ‘to finish something completely’ etc. (see Karakoç 2007). The second köy- is a transitive matrix verb, which takes a complement clause based on -(U)w+PSS+ACC.

(29) [nog]
   “ÖZïne kaldîra köy sol aktï!” dedî
   self-PSS2SG-DAT keep-A.CVPV that salary-ACC say-PST3
   yılawîn köyïp Asantay. (Ajbazova 1996: 49)
   cry-(U)w.INF-PSS3SG-ACC cease-(l)l.CV A

   “Keep this salary for yourself”, said Asantay, ceasing to cry.’

A further peculiarity of Noghay is that some ‘achievement’ and ‘phasisal’ matrix verbs, e.g. basla- ‘begin’, üyret- ‘teach, instruct, train in’, include control constructions based on the converbial suffix -(l)p (cf. Akbaba 2009: 201). The combination -(l)p basla- (corresponds to Turkish -mAya başlamak) expresses a subject control relation, whereas -(l)p üyret- (corresponds to Turkish -mAyl öğretmek) indicates an object control relation (30a-c).

18 I would like to thank Aynur Abish for providing me with examples in Kazak.
(30) [nog]
a. Asantaydıñ yüzegine buz kuyildi em bu, bir bäle
   A.-GEN heart-PSS3SG-DAT ice put-PAS-PST3 and he a balefulness
   yuwiklap keleyatiryaniñ sezip, kirpikeyn
   approach-CV come-PAR-PSS3SG-ACC sense-CV eye lid-PL-PSS3-ACC
   kayip basladı. (Ajiazova 1996: 34)
   wink-((I)p.CV begin-PST3
   'Asantay suddenly felt ice-cold in his chest, sensed that a threat was approaching and began to
   wink his eye lids.'

b. Maraz ädem esin yıyip basladı. (Sikaliyev 1968: 6)
   sick man regain consciousness-((I)p.CV begin-PST3
   'The ill man began to regain consciousness.'

c. Meni uşip üyretsen, dep kübirtkeyli karayustan tileydi. (Akbaba 2009: 201)
   l-ACC fly-((I)p.CV teach-CON-2SG say-((I)p.CV turtle eagle-ABL wish-PRS-3SG
   'The turtle asked the eagle if it could teach him to fly.'

In Kazak, the matrix verb basta- 'begin' can take a complement based on the converbial suffix -A
(31a-b). The use of the converb on -(I)p would have another reading, e.g. jilap bastadi 'start
something with crying'. The matrix verb üyret- usually heads a clausal complement based on -(U)w
(31c).

(31) [kaz]
a. Asan okıy bastadi.
   A. read-A.CV begin-PST3
   'Asan began to cry.'

b. Bala jilay bastadi.
   A. cry-A.CV begin-PST3
   'The child began to cry.'

c. Mayan uşuwdi üyret.
   l-DAT fly-(U)w.INF-ACC teach
   'Teach me how to fly.'

5. Summary
In this paper I presented various aspects of subject and object control relations in complement
clauses in Turkish and Noghay: (1) Matrix predicates that take subject control constructions are two-
place verbs, which require a subject and an object argument. Matrix verbs that take object control
constructions are, on the other hand, three-place-verbs. They have next to the subject, various
object combinations. Having a three-place-verb is a precondition for object control constructions,
since one of the objects functions as 'controller' while the other object position is provided for the
complement clause whose subject ('controllee') is controlled. (2) In some pairs of matrix predicates
in Turkish, the subject control verbs contain ol- 'become/be' whereas the corresponding object
control verbs consist of et- 'make'. Besides, in some lexical pairs, causative suffixes change the
intransitive/transitive subject control verbs to transitive, three-place object control verbs. (3) Turkish
complement clauses implying control are based on the infinitives on -mAK or -mA. The marker -mAK
is only found in control constructions, while the so-called 'short infinitive' -mA can take a possessive suffix and occur in clauses having their own subjects. Thus, in control constructions, -mA, without possessive marking, is in opposition to -mAK, while it, with possessive suffixes, can semantically compete with the verbal noun on -(y)läss or the participle on -DIK and -(y)AcAK. (4) In Noghay, there are two infinitive forms, -MAGA and -(U)w. The former apparently comes from the infinitive in the dative case. It often occurs in grammatical constructions expressing deontic modality or proximativity. The second form -(U)w can take possessive suffixes and thus appears in semantic oppositions to the participles on -GAn, -Atayan, -(A)ýatkan, (A)ýatýran or -(A)ýAG. Further, in Noghay, the participial suffix -GAn and the converbial suffix -(I)p can seldomly be found in complement clauses implying control relations.

### Abbreviations and symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>First person</th>
<th>PAR</th>
<th>Particle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Second person</td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Third person</td>
<td>P.COP</td>
<td>Past copula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ABL Ablative</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ACC Accusative</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Postverb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CAU Causative</td>
<td>PRS</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CON Conditional</td>
<td>PSS</td>
<td>Possessive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>COP Copula</td>
<td>PST</td>
<td>Past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CV Converb</td>
<td>PTC</td>
<td>Particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>DAT Dative</td>
<td>POST</td>
<td>Postterminality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>INF Infinitive</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>LOC Locative</td>
<td>tur</td>
<td>Turkish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>GEN Genitive</td>
<td>nog</td>
<td>Noghay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>NEG Negation</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>ungrammatical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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